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Abstract. The time-scale domain geometrical-based 
method for the characterization of the time varying ultra-
wideband (UWB) channel typical of an infostation channel 
is presented. Compared to methods that use Doppler shift 
as a measure of time-variation in the channel this model 
provides a more reliable measure of frequency dispersion 
caused by terminal mobility in the UWB infostation chan-
nel. Particularly, it offers carrier frequency independent 
method of computing wideband channel responses and 
parameters which are important for ultrawideband sys-
tems. Results show that the frequency dispersion of the 
channel depends on the frequency and not on the choice of 
bandwidth. And time dispersion depends on bandwidth and 
not on the frequency. It is also shown that for time-varying 
UWB, frame length defined over the coherence time ob-
tained with reference to the carrier frequency results in 
an error margin which can be reduced by using the coher-
ence time defined with respect to the maximum frequency 
in a given frequency band. And the estimation of the fre-
quency offset using the time-scale domain (wideband) 
model presented here (especially in the case of multiband 
UWB frequency synchronization) is more accurate than 
using frequency offset estimate obtained from narrowband 
models. 
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1. Introduction 
The concept of infostation [1 - 3] presents a new way 

to look at the problem of providing high data rate wireless 
access. It is an isolated pocket area with small coverage 
(hundreds of meters) of high bandwidth connectivity that 
collects information requests from mobile users and de-
livers data while users are going through the coverage area. 
Infostations can be located in heavily populated areas such 
as the airport, shops, pubs, hotels, and along the highway. 
To cover larger area in the case of the highway, the 
infostation is positioned at intervals along the path. 

Consider a scenario in which a user inside a vehicle 
moving along the highway desires to receive/transmit large 
chunk of data from/to an infostation network located along 
the highway as shown in Fig 1. This will require a technol-
ogy that will be able to handle high data rate information 
transfer. Since, the infostation technology is designed for 
small area of coverage, low power transmission require-
ment is necessary in order to avoid interference with other 
existing services. One of the technologies that have the 
potential to deliver the envisaged high-data rate infostation 
services is the UWB signalling [3], [4]. The UWB has the 
basic attributes of extremely low transmission power, oper-
ating at unlicensed frequency, high data rate, multipath 
immunity and low cost. Hence, the characterization of the 
UWB channel for a typical infostation scenario is a neces-
sity.  

 
Fig. 1. Illustration of infostation wave propagation channel.  

There are few existing articles [5], [6] on the infosta-
tion channel characterization. In [5], propagation models 
for different scenarios of short-range infostation wireless 
channels using a blend of deterministic and stochastic 
model were presented. Continuous wave measurements at 
5.3 GHz were taken to determine the signal gain as a func-
tion of receiver position. But the frequency and time dis-
persions of the infostation channel were not addressed. In 
[6], the results from UWB outdoor measurement campaign 
were presented. The target scenario for measurement was a 
gas station, an environment envisioned in the context of 
UWB-based infostation. Frequency dispersion as a result 
of terminal mobility was not discussed. Instead, the use of 
virtual antenna array was employed to define an algorithm 
for the detection of scatterers’ locations. However, for 
many infostation scenarios, time variation is expected due 
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to the mobility of one of the communication termi-
nals/scatterers. Hence, the existing channel models cannot 
be used to describe this new target scenario where terminal 
mobility is expected. 

In general terminal mobility translates to frequency 
dispersion. And frequency dispersion of a wireless channel 
is parameterized by the coherence time associated with that 
particular channel. The coherence time is obtained from the 
Doppler spread estimated from the scattering function [7]. 
When Doppler shift is used as the measure of the fre-
quency dispersion, it is presumed that composite signals or 
subcarriers passing through the channel, experience the 
same amount of frequency shift obtained with respect to 
the center frequency. For narrow bandwidth composite 
signals, this approximation may be practically true and 
sufficient. However, for the UWB with large bandwidth 
(typically 500 MHz and above), the Doppler approxima-
tion wholly fails because the composite signals experience 
different Doppler shifts. Therefore, in the case of time-
varying infostation channel, we ask the question; 1) is 
there a method of obtaining the wideband spreading func-
tion independent of the center frequency? 

To obtain the spreading function that is appropriate 
for any given channel model, appropriate eigenfunction 
must be defined. In order to incorporate time varying ef-
fects in the wideband channel model, the use of the singu-
larity dirac function [6] as eigenfunction will be inappro-
priate due to the time-scaling property of a dirac function; 
scaling the dirac function simply varies the amplitude and 
not the frequency/scale value. Moreover, the use of the 
dirac function is not appropriate for the representation of 
propagation phenomena like diffraction and scattering [8]. 
Hence, we ask the question; 2) are there compact eigen-
functions with scaling ability and equivalent eigenstructure 
to model the time-varying UWB infostation channel?  

The above questions 1) and 2) can be addressed by 
time-scale domain channel characterization method pre-
sented in [9-11]. This method provides scalable eigenfunc-
tions that can model the time-varying effect of the UWB 
infostation channel. The time-scale model offers compact 
eigenfunctions (wavelets) similar to the conventional UWB 
signaling waveform. The replacement of the dirac with 
wavelet is supported by [12]. The time-scale model also 
employs the time scaling operator which is independent of 
carrier frequency, to measure the frequency dispersion of 
the channel [11].     

To model the time-scale domain channel, various 
types of propagation models can be employed. One of the 
propagation models that are widely used for wireless chan-
nel characterization is the geometric channel model 
(GCM). The GCM is well suited for simulations requiring 
a complete model of the channel due to its ray-tracing 
nature. However, the accuracy of a chosen GCM depends 
on how well the shape, size and scatterer distributions 
represent the physical channel. The short propagation dis-
tance and the low height of both the transmitting and re-
ceiving antennas in the infostation setting [5] allow for the 

use of geometrically based elliptical channel model [13-15] 
for the characterization of the propagation effects in the 
channel. By defining two heuristic rules termed bijective 
mapping rule and tapering-off normalized space-dependent 
intensity measure rule, it was shown in [13] that the geo-
metrical-based single bounce elliptical model (GBSBEM) 
[14] abides by both rules. Thus, it is a good approximation 
to the physical reality from a wave propagation point of 
view. The GBSBEM is originally developed for narrow-
band/wideband channels and assume fixed antenna con-
figuration [15]. The model was also considered in devel-
oping a planar wideband directional channel model appli-
cable to UMTS micro-cells [16]. Its application to the 
UWB channel has been limited due to the complexity of 
such model since the frequency dependence of the various 
channel phenomena have to be taken into account. In [17] 
a 3-D space model was introduced which considered this 
frequency dependency. However, time-variation was not 
taken into account in the 3D model. Hence, the GCM-
based time-varying UWB infostation channel characteriza-
tion using appropriate equivalent ultrawideband eigen-
structure is required. We also note the classical works of 
Qui [12], [18] on UWB propagation channel model which 
emphasize on the frequency characteristics and physics-
based analysis of the UWB propagation channel.  

In this work, we present the modified GBSBEM 
model in time-scale domain appropriate for the time-vary-
ing UWB infostation channel. This model is based on the 
integration of the time-scale domain channel model and the 
GBSBEM. The frequency dependency of the propagation 
phenomena is taken into account by means of the fre-
quency dependent path-loss model. The time and frequency 
variation of the channel is quantified using the coherence 
time and root-mean square delay spread, respectively, 
obtained from the delay-scale spectrum function at differ-
ent frequencies and bandwidths. In the context of tradi-
tional UWB, the channel is considered to be frequency 
selective, while it is considered to be flat in the context of 
the MB-OFDM.  

2. Continuous Time-Scale Channel 
Characterization  
The continuous time-scale representation of the linear 

time-varying (LTV) wideband channel Η , can be given by 
[11]:  

   dssdtxtasty 2ττ)/s)(()(),τ()( ΗW  (1) 

and the time-frequency representation by [7]:  

    υττ)υ,τ()( πυ2 ddetxty tj
ΗS   (2) 

where x(t) and )(ty  are the transmitted and received sig-

nals, respectively, and the term )(ta  is the attenuation. The 

terms ),τ( sΗW =    dtstxtaty /)()()(   and )υ,τ(ΗS = 
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  dteth tj  2),(  denote the delay-scale (wideband) spread-

ing function [10], [11], [19] and the delay-Doppler spread-
ing function [7], [19], respectively. While the latter is inter-
preted as the reflectivity of the scatterers associated to 
propagation delay τ  and Doppler shift υ , the former is 
interpreted as the reflectivity of the scatterers associated to 
delay   and scale shift (or time scaling) s . All integrals in 
this work are taken over the range ][-   unless otherwise 

stated.  

The relationship between scale shift and Doppler shift 
is given by:   Ppvcvcffs pp ....,3,2,1,)/()(}{}{    

where c  and v  are the speeds of the electromagnetic wave 
and the mobile antenna unit, respectively, and {fp} is the 
frequency vector comprising stepwise of all the frequency 
components of the system under consideration. The term 
{fp} can be approximated to the carrier frequency fc in 
narrowband applications. However, for UWB applications 
fc ≠ {fp} and (2) is not an appropriate channel representa-
tion.  

The delay-scale spectrum (D-SS) which indicates the 
relative contribution of the energy of the received signal at 
a specific delay and scale is given by: .|),τ(|),τ( 2ss ΗWH   

The surface of ),τ( sH  emphasizes the delay and scale of 

the dominant energetic features in the received signal and 
is encompassed within the region [τmin τmax ][ smin smax ]. 
The terms smin and smax are the minimum and maximum 
scale spreads, respectively, and, τmin and τmax are the 
minimum and maximum delay spreads, respectively. The 
power delay profile (PDP) and the scale spectrum are given 
by 

1
),τ()τ(




s
sHH  and 

0τ
),τ()(


 ss HH , respectively. 

The root mean squared (rms) delay spread τrms represents 
the standard deviation of the PDP and is given by: 

     2/11
2 τ)τ(τ)τ()ττ(τ 






 



 ddmrms HH  (3) 

where    1
τ)τ(τ)τ(ττ


 ddm HH  is the mean delay. 

The τrms and coherence time Tc = 2/5α where  
α = |1-smax|{fp}, are the values that indicate the channel 
dispersion in time and frequency, respectively. An impor-
tant point to note is that the realization of ),τ( sΗW  is inde-

pendent of the carrier frequency or any reference frequency 
but depends basically on the velocity of the mobile termi-
nal. Thus, different values of Tc can be obtained from 
a single realization for different values of frequencies. To 
compute the D-SS and subsequently the delay/scale pro-
files, the knowledge of the attenuation, delay and scale 
characteristics of the respective multipath is required. We 
can obtain these characteristics using the geometric ellipti-
cal channel model modified to include frequency charac-
teristics. 

3. Channel Model Description  

3.1 Model Preliminaries 

The GBSBEM presented here considers the geometric 
description of the spatial relationship among the infostation 
access point (IAP), scatterers and the mobile user equip-
ment (MUE) within defined elliptical loops as shown in 
Fig. 2. It is assumed that wave propagation takes in the 
horizontal plane containing the tips of the transmitting and 
receiving antennas. The separation distance between the 
antennas is D. We note that although the GBSBEM is 
originally developed for the indoor channel, it can also be 
applied to the outdoor channel. In this context, the 
GBSBEM model proposed here considers an outdoor sce-
nario in which case, the dimension of the outermost ellipse 
is taken with respect to the farthest possible scatterer(s) 
with significant influence.  

 
Fig. 2. Elliptical model for the UWB Infostation channel.  

Each scatterer is defined as s  in a hypothetical space-
complex dielectric coordinate ),,,( keyx l , where le  l = 

0,1,2..,L-1 is the specific elliptical loop within which the 
scatterers at global coordinate s(xn,yn) with complex di-
electric characteristics k lie. Let the xy coordinate system 
be such that the IAP is at the origin and the MUE lies on 
the x-axis. We assume that the communicating antennas are 
omnidirectional and of equal low heights which is typical 
of the infostation scenario. The typical radiation pattern of 
the antennas is shown in Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 3. Omnidirectional antenna radiation pattern. 
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We also make the following additional assumptions to 
those in [15]: 1) the scatterers may not have identical scat-
tering coefficients, 2) the scatterers distributions (around 
the IAP and MUE) are assumed to follow known statistical 
distributions that are defined based on physical insight and 
mathematical tractability, 3) signals received at the IAP are 
plane waves propagating only along the azimuthal coordi-
nate, and 4) for simplicity, each scatterer is an omnidirec-
tional re-radiating element whereby the plane wave, on 
arrival, is reflected directly to the receiving antenna with-
out the influence of other scatterers. Assumption 1) is justi-
fied by the fact that the potential scatterers include differ-
ent objects like trees, concretes, steel, etc which have 
different dielectric properties; 2) is justified by the 
uneven/even, dense/sparse, and random placement of scat-
terers in different environments which will closely be 
matched by a known statistical distribution; 3) is justified 
by the fact that both antennas are approximately of the 
same height and; 4) is justified by the argument in [20] 
where multiple-scattering processes carry only low power. 

For N number of scatterers at coordinates 
),( nn yx , Nn ..,2,1  and system bandwidth BW, the metric 

separation τ between two bi-centric ellipses ie  and je , 
lji ,  is given by: τ = ξcτ, where )2/(1τξ BW is the 

time delay resolution. The term 0ξ   is the scaling factor 
which depends on the time scaling/ Doppler shift value of 
the MPCs associated with a particular delay. For most 
terrestrial wideband communication channels, 1ξ and we 
assume so here. This assumption is valid since the Doppler 
shift values often encountered in terrestrial wideband 
communication are far less than the operating BW, 
hence, )2/(1)ξ2/(1 BWBW  . So, while n = 1,2,…,N 
determines the overall number of propagation paths, l = 
0,1,2..,L-1 defines the number of resolvable paths.  

All MPCs received from scatterers within the same 

elliptical separation )(τ le
  have the same delay. However 

their path gains may crucially vary due to the intrinsic 
electromagnetic properties of the associated scatterers 
which define the scattering coefficients. 

The ellipse has major axis half-length τ5.0  clal  

and minor axis half-length .)τ(5.0 22 Dclbl  The 

maximum delay τ)1(τmax  L  occurs at the boundary 

of the biggest ellipse of consideration 1Le  for which 

max1 aaL   and max1 bbL  . Thus all MPCs that arrive 

after maxτ are considered insignificant.  

The scatterer density ),( nn yx  is given by 

enn Ayx /1),(  , where eA  is the area of the ellipse. The 

path length R  from )0,0(MUE  to )0,(DIAP  through 

),,( kyxs nn  is given by: nn
e

n gfR )( , where 

22
nnn yxf   and 22 )( nnn xDyg  are depicted in 

Fig. 2. 

The probability density function (pdf) )θ(θ dd
  of 

the time-of-arrival (TOA) and the angle-of-arrival (AOA) 
as seen from IAP are given in general by [14]:  
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where 122 ))τθcos(2()4a(  cDDf dm , dθ is the AOA, 

 is delay, c is the speed of electromagnetic wave and 
(.), yx  is the scatterer density function. 

The TOA p.d.f. can be obtained from the expression: 

 )τ(
1

)τ(
τ

τ r
e

A
d

d

A
  (5) 

where Ar is the intersection of the scatterer region with 
respect to the ellipse of area Ae. 

By making appropriate choice with regards to the sta-
tistical distribution of scatterers, (4) and (5) can be simpli-
fied further. 

3.2 Scatterer and Complex Dielectric 
Distributions  

The use of GSBEM involves randomly placing scat-
terers inside an elliptical region according to a spatial 
probability density function. The spatial distribution of the 
scatterers can be defined using an appropriate known sta-
tistical distribution functions. The choice of the distribution 
follows the physical description and positioning/dimension 
of the scattering objects within the propagation environ-
ment. The appropriate statistical distribution for a particu-
lar area can be obtained by extensive study of the related 
environment. The use of the right distribution for a specific 
channel is important since the accuracy of the model de-
pends on it. There are yet no numerical data that provide 
such information on scatterer distribution in diverse envi-
ronment. Since there is generally a line-of-sight (LOS) 
MPC, for the purposes of this work, we choose the uniform 
distribution considered in [21] and which was also as-
sumed in [22] for the statistical analysis of a mobile-to-
mobile Rician fading channel model.  

By assuming uniform distribution of scatterers, it 
implies that 1)θsin,θcos(,  ddyx ff , hence (4) 
becomes: 
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2322222
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And the pdf of the AOA is then given by: 
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From the assumption of uniform distribution, the 
TOA pdf can then be computed by assuming that )τ(rA  is 
the area of the ellipse itself. Thus 222τπτ25.0)τ( DccAr   
and maxmaxπ baAe  . Hence: 
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222

maxmax
τ

τ
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4
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Of course, different statistical distributions yield different 
pdfs for both AOA and TOA. 

Although the scatterers’ coordinate positions are fre-
quency independent, their respective influence on the 
channel response is frequency dependent. This dependency 
is a function of their respective permittivity, permeability 
and conductivity. Each scatterer is defined by a particular 
value of complex dielectric constant. The dielectric con-
stant value of a scatterer defines the ratio of the transmitted 
signal power to that of the reflected signal (towards the 
receiving antenna). Since there are numerous scatterers in 
the environment, statistical distribution can be used to 
approximate the placement of scatterers with definitive 
complex dielectric constant values inside the ellipse. In 
some channels, scatterers with dielectric constant values 
that are within close range can be dominant, while in some 
channel the distribution is more uniform. For this work, we 
consider the highway environment with the complex di-
electric constant values of most scatterers represented as 
those of wet wood (trees). Few scatterers (lamp posts) have 
complex dielectric values of good conductors. The distri-
bution of the scatterers’ dielectric constants greatly influ-
ences the received power and subsequently the response of 
the channel. 

3.3 Frequency Dependent Characteristics  

In narrowband and wideband geometrical channel 
models, the frequency characteristics of the scatterers are 
often neglected. However, in UWB, in order to obtain 
a more accurate channel description, the frequency charac-
teristics of the scatterers should be taken into considera-
tion.  

 
Fig. 4. Illustration of reflected and transmitted waves for 

wave incident upon a scatterer at oblique angle (ER and 
ET are the reflected and transmitted waves, respec-
tively).  

Let us consider a homogenous linearly polarized 
plane wave EI at oblique incidence on a scatterer at loca-
tion r for perpendicular polarization as shown in Fig. 4. 

 rzjk
oI eErE .1)(   (9) 

where Eo and z are the amplitude and direction of travel of 
the incidence wave, respectively. The term k1 is the com-
plex dielectric constant of free-space.  

In general, if we assume that the different media are 
isotropic which is approximately true for most materials 
influencing mobile radio wave propagation, then: 

 )ωε/()(σ)(ε oq fjfk  ,   Qq ....3,2,1  (10) 

where ε(f) is frequency dependent product of the free-space 
dielectric constant εo and the relative dielectric constant εr 
of the particular medium indexed by q, σ is the conductiv-
ity, and ω = 2π{fp} is the composite frequency of consid-
eration in radian. Since numerical estimates of dielectric 
constants and conductivity of materials at different fre-
quency has not been provided as yet, the frequency-de-
pendence of kq is taken into account byω . Hence (10) 
becomes: 
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where rofR
f εεε)(ε   and 

Rff σ)(   are evaluated at 

some reference frequency Rf .    

For a wave incident on the scatterer’s surface at an 
angle i , the reflection coefficient   can be given as: 
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where t  is the angle of transmission (equivalent to angle 

of reflection). The terms k2 is the complex dielectric 
constants of the scatterer. 

If we consider waves propagating only along the 
azimuth, then it can easily be shown: 
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Thus the magnitude of the reflected wave (at the point 
of incidence) ER depends on the dielectric properties of 
both media. Let us denote the relative amount of energy 
flux reflected at the scatterer surface by: 
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Since there can be no energy stored in the scatterers 
surfaces by virtue of the conservation of energy, it implies 
that the power transmission coefficient   in relation to 

  by: 
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where 
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We assume that the power transmission coefficient 
results from the transmitted wave and all other forms of 
power losses. 

3.4 Frequency Dependent Path-Loss Model   

Let us represent the scattering phenomenon as shown 
in Fig. 5. We assume that scatterer is impinged upon by 
a compactly supported signal like a Mexican hat wavelet: 

 
2

)1()( 2 t
oI etEtE   (16) 

where Eo  has a power Po = 1, and t . 

The transmitted signal )()( tEtx I  with power, PT, 
experiences free-space path loss as it travels from the 
transmitter Tx to the scatterer’s position marked ),( krs . At 
the scatterer surface, we assume that only the electromag-
netic wave reflection and transmission phenomena are 
involved. Hence, part of the signal incident upon the sur-
face is reflected towards the receiver Rx and part is trans-
mitted through the scatterer. The transmission coefficient 
accounts for power loss LT, if we assume single bounce.  

 
Fig. 5. Frequency dependent path-loss for the UWB channel.  

Then the reflected signal )()( tEtx R
 experiences free-

space path loss as it travels from the scatterer surface to the 
Rx. If we assume that the scatterer acts like an antenna (re-
radiator), then the received signal power PR is given by: 
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where d is the path distance from Tx to Rx, d1 path distance 
from Tx to scatterer surface, d2 path distance from scatterer 
surface to Rx, GTX transmitting antenna gain, GRX receiving 
antenna gain, GTS gain of the scatterer surface when 
assumed to act like a transmitting antenna, GRS gain of the 
scatterer surface when assumed to act like a receiving 
antenna, ),( fk  reflected power coefficient at the scatterer 

surface. 

If we assume that GRS = GTS, then denoting the scat-
terer gain by GS = GTS = GRS, we have: 
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We do not consider shadowing since the locations of the 
infostation and the mobile transceiver are close to each 
other and LOS path is always present [5]. Hence, for each 
elliptical area the power PR associated with each propaga-
tion delay is given by the summation of the respective 
powers of each associated component scatterer: 

  





1

0
,τ,τ,

U

u
uRR PP ,  1,...,2,1,0  Uu  (19) 

where NU   is the number of scatterers inside a given 
elliptical area. 

3.5 Time Scaling 

Having obtained the delay and AOA using the model 
described in the previous section, the time scaling associ-
ated with each scatterer at a particular elliptical loop de-
fined by τl  is computed using the AOA: 

 )θcos(
2

1 dc

v
s   (20) 

where v  is the velocity of the MUE. 

When more than one scatterer is inside an elliptical 
area, the scatterer associated with the maximum scale 
spread value is used to represent the scale at that particular 
elliptical loop. This value is the scale value for the corre-
sponding delay τ.τ  l  at that ellipse. In order to obtain 
the Doppler spread υ  at any particular frequency of inter-
est, the relationship between the Doppler spread and time 
scaling is   }{1υ pfs . 

4. Numerical Results and Discussion  
Let us consider a typical infostation communication 

scenario like that in Fig. 1. The signaling function is as-
sumed to be the same function given in (16). We assume 
that the power PT  and duration Tpulse of this function is 
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about 100 mW and 10 ns, respectively. The following 
parameters are defined for this simulation; N = 5000, 
D = 25 m, amax= 33 m, bmax= 12 m, v = 10 m/s, 

30)(ε treer , 1000)(ε postlampr , mtree 100)(σ , and 
mpostlamp  2107.3)(σ . All antenna gains in (17) are 

assumed to be unity. The delay and AOA are obtained 
using the model in Section 3. For mobile velocity of v the 
scale is computed using (20). The Tc and τrms are obtained 
from the D-SS which is computed using (1). The D-SS for 
528 MHz bandwidth at the frequency of 3.1, 3.628 and 
4.28 GHz are shown in Fig. 6 - 8, respectively.  
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Fig. 6. D-SS at 3.1 GHz for a bandwidth of 528 MHz. 
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Fig. 7. D-SS at 3.628 GHz for a bandwidth of 528 MHz. 
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Fig. 8. D-SS at 4.28 GHz for a bandwidth of 528 MHz.  

It can be seen from Fig. 6 - 8, that the dominant MPC 
is the LOS component. The magnitude of the D-SS varies 
with frequency; a phenomenon that is closely associated 
with the dependency of scattering coefficients on fre-
quency. Thus, as frequency increases more energy is lost. 

The results in Fig. 9 are obtained for fixed bandwidth 
over a frequency range that can be taken anywhere from 
3.1-9.6 GHz. From the graph, it is obvious that at lower 
bandwidth the variation in τrms with frequency is not so 
significant compared to the case of higher bandwidths. By 
changing the bandwidth, the resolution of the delay is 
changed, resulting in the variation of τrms across bandwidth. 
This is so since the number of delay bin is proportional to 
the bandwidth under consideration. The cumulative distri-
bution function (cdf) of the delay spread at different fre-
quencies and different bandwidths are shown in Fig. 10. 
The plots in Fig. 10 indicate that variation in delay spread 
is independent of frequency but dependent on bandwidth. 
The plot of coherence time at different frequencies for 
BW=528 MHz is shown in Fig. 11. 
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Fig. 9. RMS delay spread at different frequencies and BW. 
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Fig. 10. The cdf of delay spread at (a) different frequencies,  
(b)  different bandwidths. 
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Fig. 11. Coherence time at different frequencies for 

BW = 528 MHz. 

Fig. 11 shows the expected variation of Tc with fre-
quency at a bandwidth of 500 MHz. The same values are 
obtained at bandwidths 1 GHz and 2 GHz. Hence, within 
a given bandwidth, Tc varies with frequency, but is inde-
pendent of the change in bandwidth. This can be explained 
by the fact that Tc does not depend on bandwidth but fre-
quency. For the bandwidth of approximately 500 MHz and 
frequency ranges 3.1-3.6 GHz, 5.0-5.5 GHz and  
10.0-10.5 GHz, the variation of Tc with frequency is shown 
in Tab. 1, Tab. 2 and Tab. 3, respectively. 

 
Tab. 1. Tc  vs  f  at 3.1-3.6 GHz. 

 
Tab. 2. Tc  vs  f  at 5.0-5.5 GHz. 

 
Tab. 3. Tc  vs  f  at 10.0-10.5 GHz. 

In order to see the merit in characterizing a wideband 
channel in the time-scale domain, take the case of Tab. 1. 
In this table, the values of Tc at different frequencies within 
the same operational bandwidth that span from 3.1 GHz to 
3.6 GHz are shown. In the time-frequency regime where 
the channel delay-Doppler spectrum is obtained with refer-
ence to the center frequency fc, the value of Tc is 8.96 ms. 
This value defines the frame length of the transmission 
over which the channel response is invariant. With respect 
to the maximum frequency fmax which in this case is 
3.6 GHz, it implies that the channel varies over the dura-
tion given by the difference between Tc at fmax and Tc at fc. 
This increases the error margin and will affect the perfor-
mance of the channel estimation algorithm used. As an ex-
ample, we consider the transmission of Z0 = Tc,fc /Tpulse 
symbols within a frame of length Tc,fc (meaning Tc at fc ). 

The first 500 symbols are used as the training sequence. 
The ideal (conventional) scenario is that the channel is 
invariant over this frame length (Tc,fc). However, in reality 
the number of symbols that actually experience channel 
invariance is Z1 = Tc,fmax/Tpulse where Tc,fmax  means Tc at fmax. 
Here, we assumed that the channel (filter) is [0.86 0.66 
0.27 0.1+j0.2] for the duration over which the channel is 
invariant (Tc,fmax), and [0.85 0.65 0.28 0.1+j0.3] for the 
duration over which the channel varies (Tc,fc – Tc,fmax). The 
channel estimation is done using least-mean-square (LMS) 
algorithm. And the signal error rate (SER) of quadrature 
phase-shift keying (QPSK) that illustrates this increase in 
error margin for the cases of Tab. 1 is shown in Fig. 12. It 
can be seen from Fig.12 that the SER performance is better 
when the frame size is defined using the Tc = 8.33 ms ob-
tained at the highest frequency fmax than that obtained at fc . 

Another obvious merit of the method presented here 
is the issue of frequency synchronization in multiband 
UWB (MB-UWB). Here it is important that the frequency 
offset estimation be done bearing in mind the discrepancy 
in Doppler spread across the subcarriers. Let us consider 
the case where the subcarriers are separated by 528 MHz 
and span 3.1-9.6 GHz. If we assume a perfect frequency 
offset estimation from the delay-Doppler/delay-scale spec-
trum, then the loss in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) that re-
sults while assuming offset around fc (the case of frequency 
offset estimation using delay-Doppler spectrum) is shown 
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Fig. 12. SER for channel estimation with respect to Tc at fc Tc 

and Tc at fmax. 

in Fig. 13. It can be seen from Fig. 13 that as bandwidth 
increases, the SNR loss variance increases for a given 
SNR. Hence, for narrowband the SNR loss is approxi-
mately even at all subcarrier frequencies, hence the vari-
ance is very low. This implies that the assumption of 
an even frequency offset across the subcarriers of the 
narrowband OFDM system, suffices. However, for 
wideband the SNR loss variance is high. This implies that 
in MB-UWB, instead of assuming offset around fc, 
frequency offset estimation should be done be considering 
a scale offset from which frequency offsets at different 
frequencies can be estimated. An idea close to the one 
presented above, in terms of offset frequency estimation 
has been presented in [23]. However, unlike [23], the 
discussion above does not assume even time scaling in all 
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propagation paths which is justifiable in time-varying 
UWB channels. 
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Fig. 13. Effect of offset frequency estimation error in MB-

OFDM. 

5. Conclusion  
This paper presents a geometrical-based characteriza-

tion of the time-varying UWB channel in the time-scale 
domain. This type of channel is typical of the infostation 
channel a technology that is envisaged to providing high 
data rate wireless access in areas like along the highway. 
Unlike the conventional UWB models, the time-scale 
domain provides an eigenstructure that is suitable for 
representing both the frequency variations encountered in 
such channel. The channel response in the form of delay-
scale spectrum is used to estimate the channel parameters 
(coherence time, scale spread and rms delay spread). The 
method of obtaining the D-SS is independent of the center 
frequency; hence a single realization can be used to obtain 
channel parameters at a chosen frequency of operation. 
Results show that the frequency dispersion of the channel 
depends on the frequency components in a given band-
width, but does not depends on the choice of bandwidth. 
And time dispersion depends on bandwidth and not on the 
frequency. Defining the frame length for traditional UWB 
using the maximum frequency in a given wide bandwidth 
of consideration gives a better error performance compared 
to that obtained in the case where the frame length is 
defined at the center frequency. It was also shown that the 
estimation of the frequency offset from the D-SS for syn-
chronization in multiband UWB is more accurate than that 
using estimate centered on the center frequency. 
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